What to Buy?
1. Select the supply list that corresponds with your student’s grade level and math course
2. In addition, if your student is enrolled in a world language or communications course, select the corresponding supply list from page 4.

Grade 6 - SUPPLY LIST (Math 6 and Foundation of Algebra 6)
2- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 5ct
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder w/ Prongs
2- 1" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets White
1- 1" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets Black
1- Spiral Notebook Poly 1 Subject College Ruled 11" x 8.5" 100ct
1- Spiral Notebook Poly 3 Subject College Ruled 11" x 8.5" 150ct
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7" Colored Pencils 12ct
1- Dixon Oriole #2 Pre-Sharpened Pencil 12ct
2- Elmer's School Liquid Glue 4oz
1- Pencil Pouch Zippered Nylon 3-Hole Grommet 7" x 10"
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder
3- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Black
1- Multicultural Colored Pencils 12ct

Grade 7- SUPPLY LIST (Foundations of Algebra and Pre- Algebra)
1- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 5ct
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Pink
3- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Red
1- Dixon Oriole #2 Pre-Sharpened Pencil 12ct
2- 1.5" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets White
2- Plastic Two Pocket Folder
1- Spiral Notebook Poly 3 Subject College Ruled 11" x 8.5" 150ct
1- Elmer's School Liquid Glue 4oz
1- 1" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets Black
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Blue
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder w/ Prongs
1- Mead Marble Composition Book Wide Ruled 100 Sheet Black
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7" Colored Pencils 12ct
1- Multicultural Colored Pencils 12ct

7th Grade supplies continue to next page.
**Grade 7- SUPPLY LIST (ALGEBRA I)**

1- Spiral Notebook Poly 3 Subject College Ruled 11" x 8.5" 150ct  
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7" Colored Pencils 12ct  
1- Elmer's School Liquid Glue 4oz  
1- Dixon Oriole #2 Pre-Sharpened Pencil 12ct  
2- Plastic Two Pocket Folder  
2- 1.5" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets White  
2- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 5ct  
3- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Red  
1- Ruler Plastic Standard Metric 12"  
1- 1" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets Black  
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Pink  
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Blue  
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder w/ Prongs  
1- Mead Marble Composition Book Wide Ruled 100 Sheet Black  
1- Multicultural Colored Pencils 12ct

**Grade 7- SUPPLY LIST (GEOMETRY)**

2- 1.5" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets White  
1- Dixon Oriole #2 Pre-Sharpened Pencil 12ct  
2- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 5ct  
4- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Red  
1-YLLW Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow  
1- Protractor Clear Plastic 6"  
1- Ruler Plastic Standard Metric 12"  
1- Compass Safety Plastic 6"  
1- Spiral Notebook Poly 3 Subject College Ruled 11" x 8.5" 150ct  
1- Elmer's School Liquid Glue 4oz  
2- Plastic Two Pocket Folder  
1-BLCK 1" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets Black  
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Pink  
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Blue  
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder w/ Prongs  
1- Mead Marble Composition Book Wide Ruled 100 Sheet Black  
1- Multicultural Colored Pencils 12ct
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**Grade 8 - SUPPLY LIST (Pre- Algebra)**
3- 1.5" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets White  
1- Dixon Oriole #2 Pre-Sharpened Pencil 12ct  
1- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 5ct  
4- YLLW Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow  
2- Index Cards 3" x 5" Ruled 100ct  
1- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Red  
1- 1" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets Black  
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder w/ Prongs  
1- BIC Cristal Xtra Bold Ballpoint Pen 8ct  
1- Multicultural Colored Pencils 12ct

**Grade 8- SUPPLY LIST (ALGEBRA I & II Trig.)**
3- 1.5" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets White  
2- Index Cards 3" x 5" Ruled 100ct  
1- Dixon Oriole #2 Pre-Sharpened Pencil 12ct  
4- YLLW Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow  
1- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Red  
1- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 8ct  
1- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 5ct  
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7" Colored Pencils 12ct  
1- Ruler Plastic Standard Metric 12"  
1- 1" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets Black  
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder w/ Prongs  
1- BIC Cristal Xtra Bold Ballpoint Pen 8ct  
1- Multicultural Colored Pencils 12ct

**Grade 8- SUPPLY LIST (GEOMETRY)**
3- 1.5" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets White  
2- Index Cards 3" x 5" Ruled 100ct  
1- Dixon Oriole #2 Pre-Sharpened Pencil 12ct  
5- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow  
2- Medium Ballpoint Pen Red  
1- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 8ct  
1- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 5ct  
1- Protractor Clear Plastic 6"  
1- Ruler Plastic Standard Metric 12"  
1- Compass Safety Plastic 6"  
1- 1" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets Black  
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder w/ Prongs  
1- BIC Cristal Xtra Bold Ballpoint Pen 8ct  
1- Multicultural Colored Pencils 12ct
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Communications SUPPLY LIST (7th Grade ONLY)
1- Mead Marble Composition Book Wide Ruled 100 Sheet Black
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7” Colored Pencils 12ct

Spanish 1 & 2 SUPPLY LIST
1- 1.5" Binder Avery Clear Cover w/ Interior Pockets White
1- Avery Economy Insertable Dividers, Color Tabs 8ct
1- Loose Leaf Paper College Ruled 150ct
2- Expo Dry Erase Marker Low Odor Chisel Tip Black
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow
1- Index Cards 3” x 5” Ruled 100ct
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7” Colored Pencils 12ct
1- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Red

French 1 & 2 SUPPLY LIST
1- 3 Subject Spiral Notebook Wide Ruled 120ct
2- Expo Dry Erase Marker Low Odor Chisel Tip Black
1- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Red
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7” Colored Pencils 12ct
1- Scissors Rubber Grip Pointed 7"
6 -Elmer’s Small School Glue Stick Purple, Dry Clear .21oz
1- INDX-111 Index Cards 3” x 5” Ruled 100ct
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder

Latin 1 & 2 SUPPLY LIST
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder w/ Prongs
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7” Colored Pencils 12ct
1- Scissors Rubber Grip Pointed 7"
1- Elmer's Small School Glue Stick Purple, Dry Clear .21oz

German 1 & 2 SUPPLY LIST
1- Notebook Stenographer’s Gregg Ruled 6” x 9” 80ct
1- BIC Stic Medium Ballpoint Pen Black
1- Crayola Pre-Sharpened 7” Colored Pencils 12ct
1- Avery Hi-Liter Chisel Tip Yellow
1- Expo Dry Erase Marker Low Odor Chisel Tip Black
1- Index Cards 3” x 5” Ruled 100ct
1- Loose Leaf Paper Wide Ruled 150ct
1- Plastic Two Pocket Folder